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BRF (The Bible Reading Fellowship). Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Companions on
the Bethlehem Road: Daily Readings and Reflections for the Advent Journey, Rachel Boulding, This
book of daily Bible readings and reflections for Advent and Christmas is based around spiritual
insights gleaned from some of the best-loved poets of the past - TS Eliot, George Herbert, Tennyson
and Auden, among others. While they come from different ages and backgrounds, they wrestled
with the same questions that we do, about God, love, hope, and suffering. This book is not a literary
study of their work, but a quest to see what they can tell us about life and faith today. Their poems
are quoted in short sections, with suggestions about what they might mean for us now. There are so
many aspects of God's love for us and ours for him that are hard to grasp. While we can glimpse
only part of the picture, it often seems that, in poetry, our deepest yearnings can come to the
surface. As we travel the road to Christmas in the company of these great poets, we will find our
minds enlarged and our hearts touched with something of the wonder and...
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Reviews
This book is definitely not easy to get going on reading but extremely entertaining to learn. It is actually filled with knowledge and wisdom I am very easily
will get a delight of reading a composed ebook.
-- K r ystina B r eitenber g
Excellent eBook and valuable one. It normally will not price too much. Your daily life span is going to be change once you comprehensive reading this
ebook.
-- Ez r a B er g str om
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